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1 Introduction
The user interface or dashboard, understood as synonymous in this report, is crucial for the usability of any
new service, and therefore it is imperative that its design and usability is validated before launch as acceptable
for its different user types. Most users don’t separate the user interface from the rest of the application,
therefore it is very important to test the key content and functions needed by each different type of user, for
when they are using the system, but also what is required for its set-up and other relevant steps in the endto-end customer journey.

2 Purpose of document
The main goal of this report is to document the validation of the design for the interface dashboard design of
the developed Flexible Energy Community platform, through testing its design, functionality and usability with
key user groups, and to gather any feedback that might help improve it to provide a user-friendly experience.

3 Test Approach / Planning & Phasing
The approach taken was:
1. First to understand the requirements and prepare an overall test plan;
2. Second to develop a traceability matrix to document the full set of possible combinations of tests for
different requirements, across different business scenarios and customer and user groups;
3. Third to plan the testing, in-house, deployment to pilots, test simulations and live user testing;
4. Fourth to follow the development of the interfaces, functional dev testing, and any impact on original
requirements, resulting in the finalization of key functional use cases for black-box testing,
superseding the universal traceability matrix;
5. Fifth to deploy the interfaces, release the apps for pilot user downloads, train business users, and setup live and test data scenarios;
6. Sixth to run the functional tests and flexibility simulations, along with end-to-end customer journey
tests, document results and gather feedback;
7. Seventh and finally to report the findings here and share the results appropriately.
This approach can be summarized into the following phases:
1. In-house build, development and integration testing;
2. Planning user testing and pilot deployment;
3. Deployment, functional and end-to-end dashboard usability testing, and feedback gathering.

4 Business Design Sign-off
Ahead of each test, the business lead from Cleanwatts signed off the test case for the customer journey being
tested, and the visual design, and the copy and content, against which outcomes were tested.
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5 Build & Integration Internal Testing
The first testing was undertaken in-house by Cleanwatts, alongside the developers, testing that each piece of
functionality built worked on its own according to the design requirements, usually shortly after it was built,
allowing rapid resolution of defects and faults within the sprint plan.

5.1 Integration Testing
Next was to test that the new functionality worked within the wider system, working with other systems and
existing functionality as designed to provide the provide results. As FleXunity leverages functionality built for
other projects and existing products such as Cloogy®/Kiome®, Kiplo® and Kisense®, it is important that its API’s
work properly with the other systems so that the right data and instructions are understood and executed by
other systems or FleXunity and the new system works as designed, and conversely existing systems are not
adversely impacted by the new systems.

5.2 Flexibility Simulations
Finally, Cleanwatts, in association with R&D Nester, ran simulation tests of flexibility markets and trading and
demonstrating the results of bids energy management interventions to deliver and report the required
flexibility.

5.3 Non-functional testing
Given the volumes of data envisaged through the system in commercial operation, service standards need to
be set, and systems capacity planned to meet likely customer demand. This is hard to test, a priori, therefore
consideration after the project should be given to test:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scalability;
Performance;
Capacity;
Availability (uptime, hours per day, service outage SLAs);
Operational Resilience;
Incident management;
Disaster Recovery.

Response times were tested and found broadly acceptable. Prior to launch, the business should sign off on
observed results for other non-functional test areas wherever possible. This can be by running through large
volumes of dummy data through a scaled system or other reasonable methods.

5.4 Business Acceptance Testing (BAT) of Systems and Tools
The systems and tools required to run the new FleXunity user interface / dashboard have also been tested,
including:
•
•

Connectivity and resilience to any cloud service used;
Security – data flowing through the system is subject to the same security and encryption as agreed
following the recommended third-party security review.

It was observed that the system was sometimes slow and unresponsive. This was fed back to the dev team.
As this was black box testing, there has been no user testing or discussion around security, penetration,
malware, and unauthorized devices. This has been left to Cleanwatts to perform in-house.
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6

Preparation & Planning Pilot Testing of the User Interfaces

6.1 Types of users in scope
Users are the IT/system administrator, the community manager and the community members (consumers and
prosumers), both business and domestic. Domestic customers will include a wide variety of people, some of
whom have no knowledge or interest in electricity communities, apart from the immediate benefits of
FleXunity for them, and therefore one overarching guiding principle behind the requirements is that the
interface should be kept simple for ‘basic’ customers, with further functionality and complexity accessible only
for those who choose or need it.
Regulators may inspect and audit the system, but aggregators, DSOs and TSOs, are likely to require the
community manager to access and use their own systems for interaction with the community rather than use
this system.
USER TYPE

DESCRIPTION

Community Manager (CM)

Responsible for managing the community
Can act as an aggregator of flexibility

Consumer/Prosumer (C/P)

An individual consumer/prosumer

System Administrator (SA)

Responsible for the administration of the system

The following pilot users carried out testing for the project:
-

domestic consumers (using apple and android devices);
domestic prosumer;
business prosumer (Corby Business Centre);
community manager (Electric Corby Community Interest Company);
system administrator (Cleanwatts)

6.2 Customer journeys in scope
The following journeys were identified when defining requirements. These journeys have been tested in UAT
by the project team working with appropriate users
1. Community Manager sets up a new community within FleXunity;
2. Community Manager recruits members into the community;
3. New users sign up:
a. Sign-up includes:
- Log-in, password and security setting
- Electricity meter and retailer contract details
- Local renewable generation and storage details
- Household consumption details
- Flexibility preferences
- Contact details and preferences
4. Community Manager enrols users into the community:
a. Adds user as new member into community network
b. Sets preferences
5. Community Manager organises hardware to be installed by/with users:
a. Support is required for users and installers
b. Testing and validation
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6. Community Manager supervise energy sharing between community members based on agreed
sharing schemes;
7. Users access the dashboards to monitor their energy flows and participate in the community pilot.
Although most of this functionality in the end-to-end customer journeys were observed, the project team
simulated the flexibility, and therefore this functionality behind the dashboard through the customer journey
has been validated from a “black box” perspective that the dashboard shows all the elements required by
users through the customer journey in a manner that is acceptable to them.

6.2.1 Customer treatment metrics strategy
In going through this customer journey, it is important that FleXunity sets the right tone in its interactions with
customers to design in successful positive happy paths, and in addition, considers “edge cases” for minority
customer types or events that need pre-defined treatment strategies, to avoid complaints and customer loss.
When doing the testing, it is important that customer reaction is gauged as being a positive experience. If
possible, any negative experience should be studied to see if any improvements are viable. Feedback has been
gathered and fed back.

6.2.2 Feedback on copy and content
During user testing, testers come across copy that does not make sense in situ, and content errors, like buttons
rendering in the wrong place. When observed, these were fed back to CWD for correction. Examples include
lack of “£” signs for the UK version, language incongruities, and some colours were too similar to distinguish
differences on some of the graphs. Most of these minor improvements have been made.

6.3 Test scope coverage / risk appetite
The number of possible combinations of test scenarios and different outcomes is large. Therefore, a risk-based
approach was taken to test the key customer journeys for the main customer types. This resulted in the
traceability matrix being replaced by the Functional Test Plan.

6.4 Functional Test Plan
The Functional Test Plan replaced the traceability matrix to define the key use cases and scenarios that needed
to be tested. The functional test results documented here reflect the test case defined by this plan.

6.5 Test environments
Testers were provided with access to appropriate test environments, either through the latest app versions
on the app stores or through secure access to un-released test environments.
Cleanwatts established test environments for running the flexibility simulation and provided access to dev
apps to demonstrate and test their functionality.
Pilot users were loaded into these environments to simulate real market data as closely as possible.
In addition, live versions of the UI modules were released in the app stores, and via web access so that pilot
users can see and use the interfaces themselves. All pilot users were set up on the interfaces to enable this
testing.

6.5.1 Operating Systems & Mobile Devices coverage for testing
Testing included apple and android phones and windows laptops.
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6.5.2 Test data
The project loaded all the pilot users for the two pilot communities with all their flexible devices on to the
system environments, to enable the user interfaces to be properly validated with real live data.
In addition, the project simulated switching loads on and off to recreate enactment of flexibility contracts, so
the use of flexibility was observed and tested.
Lastly, certain dummy accounts with dummy data were used for final testing of final improvements in the endto-end customer journey of the creation of new communities and new users.

7 Defects
No major defects were identified during user testing. Some minor, low priority, low severity defects were
identified, including some toggle buttons working in reverse, or being labelled incorrectly.
Some copy and content / “look and feel” suggestions have been recommended to improve the usability, clear
understanding and customer experience of the interfaces.
The following standard systems definition of defects was used.

7.1 Defect Priority Codes
Code
Critical (P1)

Description
Showstopper

High (P2)

Major priority

Medium (P3)

Medium priority

Low (P4)

Minor priority

Information
Testing cannot continue until defect
is fixed
Testing can continue but only on part
of the system. Includes problems
which will not allow users to perform
a function for which there is no
known workaround
Testing can continue. Problems
prevent users from performing a
function, but for which there is a
reasonable workaround
Negligible business impact

7.2 Defect Severity Codes
Code
Critical (Sev1)

Description
Showstopper

High (Sev2)

Major severity

Low (Sev3)

Minor severity

Information
Very high customer impact with loss
of functionality or a regulatory
breach
High business impact with no
workaround
Small business impact

8 Requirements Review
The requirements were defined in the task T5.1, and then the dashboards developed in task T5.2 were built
to meet these requirements. As documented in T5.2, some requirements were de-scoped or changed during
development, so this table shows which requirements were built in the final user interfaces. These final built
requirements are reflected in the Functional Test Plan, and tests undertaken below.
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Table 1 – List of requirements established during T5.1 for the Community Manager and implementation status.

ID

NAME

USER

STATUS

CM

CM only given data
protection rules

ENERGY MODULE

CM #01

Show the location of participants on map

CM #02

Show the generation and consumption

CM & C/P

Built & tested

CM #03

Show the generation and consumption forecasts

CM & C/P

Built & tested

CM #04

Show the energy transactions

CM

Built & tested

CM #05

Show the energy trading prices and forecast

CM

Built & tested

CM #06

Show performance index of each partner

CM

Built & tested

CM #07

Highlight the locations with abnormal conditions

CM & C/P

Insufficient
understanding to
build at this time

CM #08

Offer selection of the time interval and data granularity

CM & C/P

Built & tested

CM #09

Offer selection of individual community and participant

CM

Built & tested

CM #10

Add/Remove participant

CM

Built & tested

CM #11

Define/View/Change participant contract details

CM & C/P

Built & tested

CM #12

Setup a new community

CM

Built & tested

FLEXIBILITY MODULE
FM #01

Show the aggregated flexibility

CM & C/P

Built & tested

FM #02

Show the aggregated flexibility forecast

CM & C/P

Built & tested

FM #03

Plan the flexibility bidding program

CM

Simulated

FM #04

Execute the flexibility requests

CM

Simulated

FM #05

Get flexibility transaction confirmation

CM & C/P

Simulated

FM #06

Settle the flexibility transactions

CM

Simulated

FM #07

Show the flexibility transactions

CM & C/P

Simulated

FM #08

Show the flexibility trading prices and forecast

CM & C/P

Simulated

FM #09

Offer selection of the time interval and data granularity

CM & C/P

Simulated

FM #10

Offer selection of individual community and participant

CM

Simulated

Define/View/Change participant flexibility settings

C/P

Built & tested –
control confined to
owner

Define/View/Change flexibility aggregation attributes

CM

Built & tested

UM #01 User authentication

ALL

Built & tested

UM #02 Define/View/Change user setting

ALL

Built & tested

ALL

De-scoped, to be
collected through
other channels

FM #11

FM #12

USER MANAGEMENT

UM #03
Collect user feedback
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9 Validation Results: Functional Test Cases
The functional testing is divided into three sections corresponding to the three main applications (dashboards)
that were developed. The first covers the interface (web application) for the Community Managers (CM), the
second covers the interface (mobile application) developed for the residential Consumers/Prosumers (C/P)
that is the community members, and the last covers the interface (web application) for the non-residential
Consumers/Prosumers.
For each application a set of use-cases was defined and tested.

9.1 Community Manager user interface
Test Case

CM_UC01 Create a new community

Related Use Cases
Functional Requirements

CM #12, UM #01

Precondition
Test environment
Step (actions)
1. Login into the application
2. Select the 'Management'
page on the main menu
3. Select 'Add Community',
fill the forms, and ‘Add’ to
finish

FleXunity community manager interface
Outcome
Entered username and password. On log-in, the home page
opens showing a map with a dot marking the location of the
community
The management tab is on the left-hand menu. On selecting, the
management page opens.
Add community is on the top right, next to where any existing
communities are shown. When selected, a new screen opens
with form fields to enter. On entering these, a new community is
created and added to the list of communities.

Result
Passed
Passed

Passed
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Test Case

CM_UC02 Manage community members

Related Use Cases

CM_UC01

Functional Requirements

CM #10, CM #11, UM #01

Precondition

At least one community must have been created

Test environment

FleXunity community manager interface

Step (actions)

Outcome

Result

1. Login into the application

As above

Passed

As above

Passed

2. Select the 'Management'
page on the main menu
3. Select the members’
button of one community
4. To add a new member,
select ‘Add Member’, fill
the forms, and ‘Add’ to
finish
5. To edit the contract
details of an existing
member, select the
properties‘ button and edit
info in the forms

The members’ button is shown as a symbol with the heads of two
people.
On pressing ‘add member’ a form appears in the middle of the
screen with fields to complete for the new member.

Passed

Passed
NB. Total capacity and total peak capacity have asterisks, but no
hover or visible explanation for the asterisk.
On selecting the pen symbol for editing, the chosen members
details are presented in a pop-up screen with three tabs:
identification, generation and contacts. Any information can be
edited and then saved, selecting the save disk icon.

Passed
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Test Case

CM_UC03 Show location of community members

Related Use Cases

CM_UC01, CM_UC02

Functional Requirements

CM #01, UM #01

Precondition

At least one community must have been created and members added

Test environment

FleXunity community manager interface

Step (actions)

Outcome

Result

1. Login into the application

As above

Passed

2. Select the 'Map' page on
the main menu (default)

3. Select the members (or
communities) using the
filters on the top of the
page

On logging in, the map page is shown automatically. From within
the site, users can toggle to the map page using the map page
icon.
Clicking on community or members tab again, brings up pop-ups
with the names of each community or member, and the ability to
select individuals and see further details for them
The communities or members can also be selected by hovering
and clicking over their location shown by the dots on the map.

Passed

Passed

The zoom buttons are at the centre bottom of the map.
4. Zoom in and out on the
map to check the location
of the members

NB. When zooming in, the map does not move to the centre of
the community selected automatically, this needs to be done
manually.

Passed
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Key statistics for the selected community are shown on the right
(e.g., generation, self-consumption, surplus)
If you click on a member, a graph showing today’s energy pattern
is shown with tabs to show forecasts and money saved, and the
ability to download the data for that day, as well as to select
different days, plus tabs to show the other information for that
member.
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Test Case

CM_UC04 Show aggregated generation and shared energy

Related Use Cases

CM_UC01, CM_UC02

Functional Requirements

CM #02, CM #03, CM #04, CM #05, CM #08, CM #09, UM #01

Precondition

At least one community must have been setup and data collection started

Test environment

FleXunity community manager interface
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Step (actions)

Outcome

Result

1. Login into the application

As above

Passed

2. Select the 'Analysis' page
on the main menu
3. Select one or several
communities using the filter
on the top of the page
4. Select an appropriate
time interval and
granularity using the filters
on the top of the page
5. To show forecast, select
the forecast button
6. To show costs and
benefits, select the cost
button

On selection, a page opens showing a chart of daily performance
for the current month, with grid, shared, self-consumed and
surplus energy. Below the chart are two illustrations breaking
down the energy profile and cost impacts for the community
selected.
If more than one community is selected, it can take a while to
load the aggregated data. Hovering over chart brings a pop-up
with the data amount for that part of the bar chart.

Passed

Passed

Hourly, daily, monthly and yearly are offered, as well as the
option to select dates on a calendar.

Passed

The forecast is for three days ahead, hours in the day left, the
month ahead or year ahead.

Passed

Costs are shown for the period selected.

Passed
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Test Case

CM_UC05 Show individual members performance indexes

Related Use Cases

CM_UC01, CM_UC02

Functional Requirements

CM #06, UM #01
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Precondition

At least one community must have been setup and data collection started

Test environment

FleXunity community manager interface

Step (actions)

Outcome

Result

1. Login into the application

As above

Passed

2. Select the 'Map' page on
the main menu (default)

As above

Passed

3. Select one member using
the filter on the top of the
page

4. Scroll the page to view
the set of KPI calculated

The pop-up shows all members for that community, all selected,
there is a toggle to de-select all, which then allows the user to
select the member chosen. When selected, the map zooms in on
that member’s location.
The KPI are shown down the right-hand side of the page.
Clicking on the chart symbol over the location of the member will
pull up analysis for that member, as well as tabs for all the
information on that member. Also, clicking on the analysis tab,
brings up further detail for that member, following the same
format and with the same options as for the community

Passed

Passed
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Test Case

CM_UC06 Show aggregated flexibility bidding

Related Use Cases
Functional Requirements
Precondition
Test environment

FM #01, FM #02, FM #03, UM #01
At least one aggregation unit must have been setup and flexibility trading
established
FleXunity community manager interface
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Step (actions)
1. Login into the application
and select the ’Flexibility
Markets’ module

2. Select the 'Market' page
on the main menu

3. Select one or several
aggregation units using the
filter on the top of the page
4. Select an appropriate
time interval and
granularity using the filters
on the top of the page
5. To show forecast, select
the ‘Forecast’ button
6. To show costs and
benefits, select the ‘Cost’
button

Outcome

Result

The flexibility markets module is a drop-down menu on the top
left of the page. NB the energy markets tab is non-functional.

Passed

The market tab is on the left-hand margin. Upon selection, a bar
chart shows flexibility offered and any bids accepted for
yesterday, today and tomorrow for the Flexible Aggregation Units
(FAU) within the selected community.
NB – a chart below shows the imbalance – this requires definition
and explanation

Passed

A pop-up menu offers the choice available. The user can select
the FAU, their location, details and analysis.

Passed

Only yesterday, today and tomorrow is shown on the market tab.
To see alternative dates, the user must click on the analysis
button for the chosen FAU. This then allows the user to toggle to
alternative dates.
The forecast for the day is seen via a tab on the pop-up showing
the details for the chosen FAU. Only the day ahead is shown.
Costs are shown hour by hour for the selected day, using the
costs button on the pop-up for the chosen FAU

Passed

Passed
Passed
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Test Case

CM_UC07 Show aggregated flexibility transactions

Related Use Cases

CM_UC06

Functional Requirements

FM #07, FM #08, FM #09, FM #10, UM #01

Precondition
Test environment
Step (actions)

At least one aggregation unit must have been setup and flexibility trading
established
FleXunity community manager interface
Outcome

Result
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1. Login into the application
and select the ’Flexibility
Markets’ module
2. Select the 'Analysis' page
on the main menu
3. Select one or several
aggregation units using the
filter on the top of the page
4. Select an appropriate
time interval and
granularity using the filters
on the top of the page

As above, the flexibility markets button is a drop-down menu on
the top left of the screen.
Upon selection, bar charts are displayed for the FAU selected,
showing flexibility offered, bids accepted, and imbalance for the
period selected.
Different or all FAU units can be selected and the data is shown
for that FAU – 2 charts showing flexibility offered, bids accepted,
and resulting imbalance.
There is a tab with a calendar on it for selecting different dates,
and a tab for granularity offering charts by the hour, day, month
or year.

Passed

Passed

Passed

Passed
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9.2 Residential Consumer/Prosumer user interface

Test Case

CP_UC01

Join a community

Related Use Cases
Functional Requirements

UM #01
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Precondition

The mobile must have been installed

Test environment

FleXunity consumer/prosumer interface

Step (actions)
1. Create an account or skip
if done previously
2. Login into the application

3. Select the 'Settings' page
on the main menu and set
the community code on the
‘Community’ tab

Test Case

Outcome
The user needs to enter a username, their email and create and
confirm a password to set up a new account.
To log-in, requires re-entry of username and password. After
logging in, the app takes you to its home page
Add a community is shown as an option on the settings page, or
you can specify it when setting up a new account. A special
security code needs to be entered to join. Upon correctly entering
it, a pop-up message congratulates you to the community, and
the app automatically restarts to add the community data to the
user. A new community tab is added to the drop-down menu.
When clicked, it shows energy imported from grid, generated,
and energy self-consumed for the REC, for the day, month or
year, and current flows.

CP_UC02

Result
Passed
Passed

Passed

Show generation, shared energy, and performance indexes

Related Use Cases

CP_UC01

Functional Requirements

CM #02, CM #03, CM #04, CM #05, CM #06, CM #08, UM #01

Precondition

C/P must have joined a community and data collection started

Test environment

FleXunity consumer/prosumer interface

Step (actions)
1. Login into the application
2. Select the 'Community'
page on the main menu
3. Select any of the top tabs
to change the time interval
and granularity
4. To change the date,
select the ‘Calendar’
buttons
5. To show imported and
shared energy (values and
indexes), select the ‘Grid’
button (default)
6. To show generation
energy (values and
indexes), select the
‘Generation’ button
7. To show costs and
benefits, select the ‘Cost’
button

Outcome
The username and password are entered to log-in. Logging in
takes the user to the home page, which shows current flows of
energy.
When selected, the community page opens, which shows current
energy flows at the community level.
The tabs enable the user to select current flows, flows by hour for
the current day, flows by day for the month, and monthly flows
for the year to date.

Result
Passed
Passed
Passed

There is a calendar tab, which lets us scroll back to specific
previous time periods.

Passed

The functionality works, however the labelling of the toggle
button is the wrong way around - The solar panel generation icon
shows grid imported energy.

S3/P3
defect

The functionality works, however the labelling of the toggle
button is the wrong way around - the ‘grid’ icon shows generated,
self-consumed and exported power. These should be reversed.

S3/P3
defect

This shows costs for the time period and granularity selected

Passed
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Screenshots for S3/P3 defect (other screenshots are shown in the next section)

Test Case

CP_UC03

Change the settings of a flexible asset

Related Use Cases

CP_UC01

Functional Requirements

FM #11, UM #01

Precondition
Test environment

C/P must have joined a community and have an appropriate flexible asset
installed
FleXunity consumer/prosumer interface

Step (actions)

Outcome

Result

1. Login into the application

As above

Passed

2. To change the setting of
an asset connected to a
smart power pug, select the
'Power Plugs' page on the
main menu

The power plugs page shows the appliances connected to the app
which the user offers for flexibility, e.g., HVAC, electric heaters,
fridge/freezers.

Passed

3. Select the ‘Tool’ button
and edit the form

The tool button lets you turn the appliance on or off, enable /
disable its flexibility, and specify the duration of flexibility.
Another tab shows the actuation history for that appliance, a
further tab enables the user to specify regular daily times for each
day of the week for the device to operate, and a graph tab shows
how much energy that device actually used historically by hour,
day, month or across the year to date.

Passed
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4. To change the setting of
an HVAC asset, select the
'Comfort' page on the main
menu

5. Select the ‘Tool’ button
and edit the form

The comfort button displays the ‘comfort’ temperature range
chosen for the building, around which heating or air conditioning
is activated to keep the building at a comfortable temperature.
The temperatures can be changed by scrolling along the bar.
There also buttons to select the HVAC mode (on, off, fan and cold
boost).
The tool tab enables the users to enable and disable the
appliance and adjust its flexibility and duration.

Passed

Passed
There is also a chart button, which shows the actual temperature
for the building for the past day, month or across the year.

9.3 Non-residential Consumer/Prosumer user interface

Test Case

NR_UC01

Show generation, consumption, and performance indexes

Related Use Cases
Functional Requirements

CM #02, CM #03, CM #06, UM #01

Precondition

C/P must have joined a community and data collection started

Test environment

FleXunity non-residential consumer/prosumer interface

Step (actions)
1. Login into the application
2. Select the 'Presentation'
module on the main menu
(default)

Test Case

Outcome
The interface asks for username and password. Upon entering
correctly, the user is taken to their home screen, which is the
presentation module.
The user is taken to this view when logging in. it toggles between
showing last week hourly self-consumption of local generated
power, last week hourly community shared energy, and daily view
and monthly view for year-to-date self-consumption.

NR_UC02

Result
Passed

Passed

Show generation, consumption, and shared energy

Related Use Cases
Functional Requirements

CM #02, CM #03, CM #04, CM #05, CM #08,UM #01

Precondition

C/P must have joined a community and data collection started

Test environment

FleXunity non-residential consumer/prosumer interface

Step (actions)

Outcome

Result

1. Login into the application

As above

Passed

2. Select the 'Explorer'
module on the main menu
3. Select the 'Generation'
node on the tree and then

Upon selecting the explorer option, the screen changes but no
data is shown. You must click on your user profile on the lefthand menu.
The generation option is one of several options (community, EV
charging, grid, storage, HVAC, submetering). You must select the
correct circuit for the data option (PV for generation). The

Passed

Passed
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each of the accumulated
variables

4. To change the date,
select the ‘Calendar’
buttons
5. To change the
granularity, select the
‘Period’ button
6. Repeat for the 'Grid'
node on the tree
7. Repeat for the
'Community' node on the
tree

accumulated variables are not explained. For PV, the options are
active, reactive and self-used. Upon selecting these options, a bar
chart is shown of the relevant data for today. Instant variable
does not need selection unless extra granularity is required, and
source does not need selection, there is the option to save the
selections.
The calendar option lets users define precise dates.
Hour, day, week, month, year, decade views are available. The
button shows the selected view. Only by hovering over the
button, do you see the button is called ‘period’
The user needs to deselect generation as well as selecting grid,
and then select the correct circuit (incomer), and the required
accumulated variable (active +&- and reactive). NB these would
benefit from being defined and explained to the user.
As above, the previous data needs de-selecting, and the correct
new circuit selecting (community), along with the required
accumulated variable (REC exported, REC imported and REC
surplus). NB, REC stands for Renewable Energy Community.

Passed

Passed

Passed

Passed

10 Feedback from test users
10.1 Feedback on the non-residential business user desktop interface
Written feedback was received from a few test users. The following texts show some of them, that triggered
a reply and subsequent dashboard reformulation if required from Cleanwatts developers (CWD).
•

Dashboard – is nice and informative and scrolls between 2 screens. The graphs on the second screen
could be more clearly titled, suggest “This year’s daily self-consumption profile”, “This year’s
monthly… “
[CWD] Done.

•

Having used the Kisense® interface before I’m perhaps not best placed to comment on the
intuitiveness of the set up. However, to my mind the way to access data from different devices, set
alarms etc seems intuitive. Users will likely need some training and support to learn the Kisense® style layout
[CWD] Agree.

•

Suggest that the branding and colouring should reflect FleXunity blue (rather than green)
[CWD] I couldn’t find green that much. Where or what is in green and should be blue? Is it some data
series, the icons?

•

When different data sources (from the selection tree) are selected I noticed that it can take a really
long time for the data to be presented – not sure of this my internet connection or a server
communication issue?
[CWD] Could you provide some detail on this issue, please. What is the module and variables selected.

•

When looking at data in ‘Explorer’ mode, there are some data cards below the main graph. To me it
is unclear what ‘accumulated partial total’ refers to. The user is prompted to ‘select a suitable
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baseline to show savings’ but to me it was unclear how to do this. [edit – presumably this is done via
the ‘baseline’ drop down however I am still not sure how this is done?]
[CWD] You are right. To show the savings on the card a (daily) baseline must be defined.
•

Can monetary savings values be added to the ‘accumulated partial total’ card? Not clear how to do
this? All is displayed as 0.00 £.
[CWD] Yes if we define the tariff. Do we have this information?

•

For UK.NR02 there is a ‘submetering’ option in the tree. I think this could be removed as it doesn’t
relate to anything.
[CWD] It can be removed but it’s also an indication that it can be done.

10.2 Feedback on the Community Manager desktop interface
The analysis tab shows very interesting graphs on consumption – and overall the graphics are really good and
the site is quite intuitive.
Main points to check were:
-

You can add a user and create a community but not delete them (greyed out);
New users need to add VAT details but not applicable to homes and small businesses;
Error occurred when I tried to add a new user – but not sure why;
Community types needs explanation, e.g., – anchor?
Suggest change “exploit” to “operational” for community status
REC exported / imported needs explanation
Suggest change the colours of some of the graphs to avoid confusion (
Similarly, some graphs refer to things in different ways
Forecasts don’t seem to work (or not clear how to set a forecast)
The flow chart for users often seems to be blank (but works at community level)
When selecting users, you can toggle to deselect all, but not toggle to re-select all
Sometimes the map seems to freeze at one zoom level or not show anything

10.3 Android App UI Test
Below are details of the end-to-end test of the Android consumer/prosumer app, along with any relevant
notes and findings
Test
finding app in play store
Downloading
Installation
Register
Login

Notes / Findings

home square
grid square

Shows position now, e.g., 5.16kw

home page
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generation square
Battery
electric car
monthly goal - blue box
monthly goal green -box

time dial
calendar 1
calendar 2
calendar 3
calendar 4
calendar tabs
shows graph of kwh for selected period

yellow band
blue band
green band
blue box

greyed out
greyed out
shows zero until set
pressed wheel in top right and
entered value, then goal shows
value
shows now
shows today
shows week
shows month
shows year to date
shows either now, today (by hour),
this month by date, or this year by
month
shows self-consumption for
hour/day/month
shows imported energy
shows exported energy
shows imported energy kwh total
for period
shows generated energy
shows consumption
show co2, trees and km travelled
can toggle between kwh and cost

yellow box
green box
green boxes underneath
greyed out kwh / euro box
menu drop down
username
Homepage
grid page
generation page
power plugs page
Settings
Logout
grid page
shows current imported energy
Real-time scroll
blue box
calendar
shows watts by time of day
box
can scroll back or forward to different days
can select a day from a drop-down calendar
bar chart shows watts
boxes show total for the period, kwh, kg co2,
trees, km
double bard button brings a comparison chart of same previous period
kwh / euro toggle
euro cost empty
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generation
page

power
plugs

shows current generated energy

Empty

calendar shows energy generated for period in
chart, with totals in boxes at bottom
total kwh
self-consumption
self-sufficiency
co2 kg
Trees
Km
day of week

hour of day

day of month
comparison bar
year to date
visual display of plugs with details on each
on/off
power in use
total power used today
settings
chart button
clock button lets you schedule flexibility
plus button lets you enter new schedule
bullet point button shows actuation history

12.5 kwh
67%
84%
4.38
25
37
no scrolling - shows one week at a
time
this scrolls to 1st of month
compares to same previous period
shows monthly totals

can identify and classify the device
shows total power by plug for
period
blank screen
blank screen

settings page
set language
set colour scheme (light or dark)
edit user profile
home button shows connected devices
community button lets you join community is
with access code
about button gives version details
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10.4 Apple iphone consumer test and user feedback
Below are the findings of the end-to-end test of the Apple app user interface by a pilot consumer with notes.
Test

Notes

Actual result

Opened App Store, Very easy
Searched for FleXunity
and the App pops up
Downloading

Very easy

Installation

Very easy

Register

Very easy

Login

Very easy, however, if
you have forgotten
your password, you can
just
request
a
temporary password to
get in and change it to
your preferred wording
(password). On every
login you must click on
“forgotten Password”
and use the temporary
password emailed to
log in which cannot be
used more than once.

“The Password could not be changed.
Please try again later.”

I had this problem for last few months so
I always login with temporary passwords.

home page
home square

Shows position now, Greyed out with no functionalities
e.g., 5.16kw

grid square

Greyed out with no functionalities

generation square

Greyed out with no functionalities

Battery

greyed out

Greyed out with no functionalities

electric car

greyed out

Greyed out with no functionalities

monthly goal - blue box

shows zero until set

YES

monthly goal green -box pressed wheel in top Functional and can set monthly goals.
right and entered
value, then goal shows
value
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time dial

shows now

Greyed out – nothing is displayed

calendar 1

shows today

I only have month and Year option

calendar 2

shows week

I only have month and Year option

calendar 3

shows month

Assuming this month means June 2022 as
it’s not dated properly then I only have
Imported data showing on the graph from
1st of June to 2nd June then again from 3rd
June to 6th June 2022. It appears there is
a disruption in data for one day. Also, It
no longer allows me to see the previous
months data

calendar 4

shows year to date

Showing data from Jan to Jul and no
longer allows you to see the previous year
data

calendar tabs
shows graph of kwh for shows either now, No. Please refer to above comments
selected period
today (by hour), this
month by date, or this
year by month
yellow band

shows
consumption
hour/day/month

blue band

shows imported energy No data

green band

shows exported energy

blue box

shows imported energy kwh total for period - Yes, I suppose so

yellow box

shows
energy

green box

shows consumption

green
underneath

self No data
for

generated
Yes

boxes show co2, trees and km Yes
travelled

greyed out kwh / euro can toggle between kwh and cost
box
menu drop down
user name

Yes

Homepage

Yes, but it does not take you to the main
menu with Home Squares on it.
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grid page

calendar
box

grid page

Yes, works find but I have no data

generation page

I don’t have this as dropdown option

power plugs page

Yes

settings

Yes, it works

logout

Yes, it works

shows current imported Real-time scroll
energy

No data only blank page

blue box

No data

shows watts by time of
day

No data found for selected day

can scroll back or
forward to different
days

When scroll to May there is set of data
displayed

can select a day from a
drop down calendar

Yes

bar chart shows watts

Yes

boxes show total for the
period, kwh, kg co2,
trees, km

Yes

double bard button brings a comparison chart of
same previous period

Yes

kwh / euro toggle

Yes

euro cost empty

generation shows
current Empty
page
generated energy

Greyed out – nothing is displayed

calendar shows energy hour of day
generated for period in
chart, with totals in
boxes at bottom

Greyed out – nothing is displayed

total kwh

12.5 kwh

Greyed out – nothing is displayed

self-consumption

67%

Greyed out – nothing is displayed

self-sufficiency

84%

Greyed out – nothing is displayed

co2 kg

4.38

Greyed out – nothing is displayed

Trees

25

Greyed out – nothing is displayed

Km

37

Greyed out – nothing is displayed
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power
plugs

day of week

no scrolling - shows one week at a time

day of month

this scrolls to 1st of month

comparison bar

compares to same previous period

year to date

shows monthly totals

Greyed out – nothing is displayed

visual display of plugs
with details on each

Yes, bf

on/off

Not Functional

power in use

No data

total power used today

Box is there but no data displayed

settings

can identify and classify the device - Yes

chart button
clock button lets you blank screen
schedule flexibility

Yes

plus button lets you
enter new schedule

Yes Functional, Very Easy

bullet point button blank screen
shows actuation history

No. I get list dates and times when the
power plug has been on or off

set language

Yes

set colour scheme (light
or dark)

Yes

edit user profile

Yes, however, if you have forgotten your
password, you can just request a
temporary password to get in and change
it to your preferred wording (password).
On every login you have to click on
“forgotten Password” and use the
temporary password emailed to log in
which cannot be used more than once.

home button shows
connected devices

Yes

community button lets
you join community is
with access code

Yes, but I don’t have an access code
currently to join

settings page
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about button
version details

gives

Yes

10.5 Apple prosumer feedback
Yes, I did it looks very clean with all the relevant info easily accessible
Kind regards, Jaime

Solar Installs & Maintenance | Energy Storage | EV Chargers | Renewable Energy Solutions
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11 Screenshot results of the black-box end-to-end dashboard testing
Non-Residential Community Members (desktop interface)
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Community Manager Interface – Energy Communities Module – Map
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Energy Communities – Analysis
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Flexible Markets Module – Map
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Flexibility Markets – Market
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Flexibility Markets – Analysis
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Google error screen
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Management
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Residential Community
Members – Kiome®
Home
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Community
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Grid
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Generation
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Power Plugs
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Comfort
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Settings
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12 Summary & Conclusions
The project team along with representative pilot test users carried out a large number of tests on the four
different user interfaces required to run the FleXunity flexible energy community service, namely the
Community Management platform, the non-residential business prosumer desktop interface, and the two
domestic prosumer and consumer customer apps (apple and android versions).
All functional tests were successfully completed, including the creation of new communities and the
simulation of flexibility, and each dashboard was end-to-end black box tested by the project and pilot test
users for its usability.
Broadly, all systems and interfaces worked well by the end of the project, and the team regularly took feedback
to make improvements during the course of the project, with only a small number minor defects (low priority
(P3) and low severity (S3)) remaining at the time of writing, such as the incorrect ordering of the labelling of
two toggle buttons, which can be understood without detriment, and the recommendation to provide support
on the definition of certain technical terms.
Sometimes, the system was slow or unavailable, which is normal for a research and development project.
However, it generally worked well with acceptable response times. It is recommended that Cleanwatts carry
out further non-functional testing in coordination with their launch and roll-out plans to ensure a positive
customer experience as volumes increase.
Lastly, positive feedback has been received, particularly from the business test user (Corby Business Centre),
the test community manager (Electric Corby), and the test prosumer (Jaime from Genr8), that the dashboards
provide useful information in a clean and well-presented format with appropriate functionality to enable the
energy optimisation of local users and flexible energy communities.
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